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[[ %k UNITED STATESw

;! ,j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
" t WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

....'.[W April 23, 1996

I

Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo, Manager
Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Analysis |
Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division !
Westinghouse Electric Corporation !

P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

,

SUBJECT: DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR AP600 MEETING ON TESTING ISSUES |

Dear Mr. Liparulo:

As a result of its review of the June 1992, application for design certifica-
tion of the AP600, the staff has determined that'it needs additional informa-
tion in order to complete its review. Enclosed are questions and comments Ideveloped by the staff as a result of the review 6f the OSU and ADS test
programs.

We propose that these question serve as an agenda item in an upcoming meeting
or telecon on AP600 testing issues. During the meeting or telecon, the staff
will determine which discussion items need to be formally addressed by
Westinghouse.

In addition, requests for additional information on the OSU Test Analysis
Report are included. These were developed based on an April 15, 1996, telecon
with your testing program staff in which discussion items from a March 11,
1996, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) letter to Westinghouse were
reviewed.

You have requested that portions of the information submitted in the
June 1992, application for design certification be exempt from mandatory
public disclosure. While the staff has not completed its review of your
request in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790, that portion of
the submitted information is being withheld from public disclosure pending the
staff's final determination. The staff concludes that these followon ques-
tions do not contain those portions of the information for which exemption is
sought. However, the staff will withhold this letter from public disclosure
for 30 calendar days from the date of this letter to allow Westinghouse the
opportunity to verify the staff's conclusions. If, after that time, you do
not request that all or portions of the information in the enclosures be
withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790, this letter
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

These followon questions affect nine or fewer respondents, and therefore is
not subject to review by the Office of Management and Budget under If
P.L. 96 511. /'
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Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo -2- April 23, 1996

If you have any questions regarding this matter, you may contact me at |

I

(301) 415-1141.

Sincerely,

original signed by:

William C. Huffman, Project Manager
Standardization Project Directorate
Division of Reactor Program Management

,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket No. 52-003 .

Enclosure: As stated
.

cc w/ enclosure: ;

See next page . ,' '
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DOCUMENT NAME: A: TST-QTNS.496 (AP600 4D DISK)
To receive a oopy of this document, indcate in the box:

"C" = Copy without eng/sures
*E" = Copy with enclosures
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Mr. Nicholas J. Liparulo Docket No. 52-003 iWestinghouse Electric Corporation AP600 |

cc: Mr. B. A. McIntyre Mr. John C. Butler
| Advanced Plant Safety & Licensing Advanced Plant. Safety & Licensing

.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Westinghouse Electric Corporation !Energy Systems Business Unit Energy Systems Business Unit
|P.O. Box 355 Box 355 |Pittsburgh, PA 15230 Pittsburgh, PA 15230 l

Mr. M. D. Beaumont Mr. S. M. Modro
Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division Nuclear Systems Analysis Technologies

| Westinghouse Electric Corporation Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company 1

One Montrose Metro Post Office Box 1625 |

11921 Rockville Pike Idaho Falls, ID 83415
Suite 350
Rockville, MD 20852 |

Enclosure to be distributed to the following addressees after the result of the |
proprietary evaluation is received from Westinghouse:

Mr. Ronald Simard, Director Ms. Lynn Connor |Advanced Reactor Programs DOC-Searach Associates
'

Nuclear Energy Institute Post Ofice Box 34 ;

1776 Eye Street, N.W. Cabin John, MD 20818 '

Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006-3706 Mr. John E. Leatherman, Manager |.SBWR Design Certification
Mr. James E. Quinn, Projects Manager GE Nuclear Energy,-M/C 781

.

LMR and SBWR Programs San Jose, CA 95125 l

GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue, M/C 165 Mr. Sterling Franks
San Jose, CA 95125 U.S. Department of Energy

NE-50
Barton Z. Cowan, Esq. 19901 Germantown Raod
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott Germantown, MD 20874
600 Grant Street 42nd Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 Mr. Charles Thompson, Nuclear Engineer

AP600 Certification
Mr. Frank A. Ross NE-50
U.S. Department of Energy, NE-42 19901 Germantown Road
Office of LWR Safety and Technology Germantown, MD 20874
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, MD 20874

Mr. Ed Rodwell, Manager
PWR Design Certification
Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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} QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AM DISCUSSION ITEMS
!

!
CONCERNING THE WESTINGHOUSE AP600 TEST PROGRAM

i

!OSU Test Analysis Reoort '

!

j 1. In test SB14 (inadvertent ADS-1 actuation), at about 8700 seconds, the
i system pressure undergoes a step decrease of about 0.003 MPa (about.
t 0.4 psi), which is accompanied by a step increase in the in-containment
i refueling water storage tank (IRWST) flow from about 0.25 to 0.35 kg/s.
| This occurrence is not addressed in the narrative on the long-term-

cooling portion of the transient. Please explain the reason (s) for this
4

|- behavior.

2. Clarification is needed in Section 7.1.2 on CMT recirculation and
draining to support the subsequent discussion on condensation phenomena
in the downcomer (see #4, below). Specifically, the mechanism for '

transition from the recirculation mode to the draining mode is not really
covered; is it flashing of hot liquid at the top of the PBL due to system
depressurization, or transport of vapor from the reactor vessel through
the cold leg to the PBL, or transport of vapor from the hot leg through
the steam generator and pump, and then to the PBL? Does this mechanism
vary as a function of break size? If the mechanism varies with break
size, does it impact the timing?

3. Please elaborate on the discussion in Section 7.1.2, on sump injection.
Why do the largest breaks retain water in the cold leg and have a high
downcomer level during this phase, while the small breaks do not?

4. For the 1/2" (nominal) break discussed in Section 7.1.3 (Downcomer
Condensation Phenomena):

a. Does the percentage of inventory drained at the time of ADS 1-3
operation correspond just to the inventory in the upper head?

b. Why is the behavior of this size break so much different than other,
larger sizes (e.g., fraction of inventory that drains prior to ADS
actuation)? Is it connected in some way to the mechanism by which

-the CMT goes from recirculation mode to draining mode?

5. In Section 7.1.4, there is no mention of the " integral" flow and energy
curves: .for curves B and C, the integral actually decreases near the end
of the period plotted. This implies that flow returned to the system
through the break. Did this really occur, and if so, is it an artifact
of the OSU facility BAMS, or is it related to an expected response of the
AP600 plant? This is similar to a previous question asked about SB09,
and is also addressed below (see #10).

Enclosure
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: 6. In Test SB18 (and others), there appear to be several oscillatory cycles
i early in the transient, from about 100-200 seconds, with a period of'

about 25 seconds (these are easier to discern in the FDR; e.g., see
i Figure 5.1.2-7). Are these related to the oscillatory phenomena dis-

cussed in Westinghouse's response to RAI 480.242, and also referred to in
i Westinghouse's response to one of the " Preliminary Comments on the SPES-2
i FDR and TAR" (#9) in the staff's July 14, 1995 letter? Note that the RAI
i and " Comment" responses tied the oscillations at least partly to the
4 " overpower" due to the heat loss compensation in SPES-2. Is " excess"

power also a driver in OSU?

In this regard, the staff has reviewed the noted RAI response, and,a.,

; while the basic phenomena discussed therein appear to be properly
)- described, the staff's own analysis of this behavior indicates that
! other components may play a part in the oscillatory behavior. For
i instance, what role, if any, does the PRHR heat exchanger play in
j helping to drive the oscillations? Also, what determines the oscil-,

; latory period?
;

; b. Also with regard to RAI 480.242, Westinghouse does not explicitly
j- address the cold leg temperature oscillations of more than 100*F.
] Please elaborate on this behavior.

| 7. In Section 7.2.1, " Blowdown Phase," it appears to be implied that the
! minimum core mass inventory (MCMI) in Test SB10 would have been expected
i to be lan than that in SB21, as opposed to the test results with SB10

MCMI greater than SB21. Please explain the reasons for this result.

8. The staff understands that Westinghouse will address PIRT/ scaling closure
in its forthcoming report. The staff recommends that Westinghouse review
for consistency the coverage in the TARS of this aspect of the
test / analysis program. For instance, Section 7.3.5 of the OSU TAR !

identifies "DVI flow rate" is identified as an "important" phenomenon in Ithe sump injection phase. In Table 1.3-1 (p.1.3-6), " gravity injection |
draining," which appears to be the same thing, is identified as a "high"- '

ranked item, but DVI line pressure drop, which should have a significant
influence on the flow rate, is ranked only " medium." This does not
appear to be completely self-consistent.

I

9. Section 7.3.6 discusses thermal stratification in which it is stated that
" cooling is maintained with... stratification." However, stratification
in the cold leg nn have an influence on _overall system thermal-hydrau-
lics and integral behavior. Cold leg break flow may be affected depend .
ing on the location of the break (top or bottom of a cold leg, especially
on the PRHR side of the primary system), as can the state of the fluid
flowing into the CMT pressure balance lines from the tops of the cold
legs on the non-PRHR side of the loop. Discussion of this issue would be
appropriate in the PIRT/ scaling closure report.

10. As noted in item 5 above, reverse flow through the break apparently
occurred late in the transient sequence in some OSU tests. This phenome-
non does not appear to be evaluated in the PIRT. There is also no
assessment as to the likelihood of this behavior to occur in the AP600.
Is it significant (i.e., "high" or " medium" rank), and if so, is there

_
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sufficient data (direct or indirect) from the testing--in view of the
limitations of the flowmeters regarding accurate measurement of reverse
flow--to evaluate code models? Obviously, the mechanism for flow to
return through a break to the RCS would not be the same as in the test
facility, but there could be scenarios in which the water level in a
flooded reactor cavity might be above the level of the break.

ADS Test Procram

1. Recent discussions between the staff and Westinghouse on specifications
for ADS valves have produced some confusion about how parameters such as
flow areas are being specified and defined. Westinghouse has referred
recently to an " effective flow area" for an ADS-1 valve, which is
different from the actual valve throat area. It is not clear how this
" effective" area is defined and determined.

a. Please define the " effective flow area." Is the concept related to
critical flow, or " subsonic" flow, or both?

b. Is there any way to determine the " effective" area of the valve
without using test data for the specific valve design? That is, is
there a formula that relates " effective" to " actual" area as a
function, for instance, of valve type and/or size?

How will the " effective flow area" be used in specifying ADS valvec.
;parameters for the AP6007
i

d. Is this concept limited to ADS-1 valves, or will it be extended to
the stage 2, 3, and/or 4 valves? Also, is it limited to only one of
the two valves (isolation, control), or does it apply to both of
them?

e. How was the " effective" area used in analysis of the data from Phase
B1 of the ADS test program?

I
|

|
|
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Editorial Co.9ments Related to the Testing, Reports

1. Note that Figure 7.1.4-1 appears to be mislabeled. Since it is an !,

integral over the period of the test, it should be "M2;s," in Ibm or kg,
instead of " Mass Flow Rate."

.

!2. In Table 7.1, please review the times quoted for reaching minimum
-

1

inventory for Tests SB01, SB18, and SB19. The times do not seem to agree
iwith the indications on the figures for each test (5.1.2-44, 5.2.2-44,

and 5.10.2-44, respectively).
1

1.

|

|

.

i

;

i

i
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OSU TAR RAIs
,

440.580 In Figure 5.4.2-33 of the OSU TAR, curve "C" shows integrated PRHR
heat removal. The curve peaks at around 600-800 seconds, after which
it begins to decrease. If this is an integrated curve, a decrease
would seem to indicate heat transfer fra the IRWST .t.g the primary
system, which does not seem to be physically plausible. Please
explain what this curve shows and the reason for its shape.

440.581- There appears to be a slight zero offset in time on F Bure 5.4.2-67
of the OSU TAR; the break flow begins to rise befor's time "zero."
Please explain this behavior.

440.582 In Section 5.4.2.2 of the OSU TAR, in the subsection entitled " Energy
Transport via the Break and Automatic Deprrissurization System,"
Westinghouse's primary concern is with t% integrated behavior of the
system as a function of time. However, the description of the
behavior of the flow, (see introductory paragraph the subsection),
does not capture the highly dynamic nature of the system's response,
and does not appear to consider whether any impartant phenomena are
involved in driving that response. The staff believes that an
understanding of the local phenomena driving system behavior should.

be reflected in the text. . Specifically:!
;

a. It is unclear why a " reference value" of 4 lbs/sec was chosen for
the break liquid ficw rate. The break flow peaks at a value well !

above 4 lbe/sec, drops briefly to that value, then appears to
oscillate about a mean value less than 4 lbs/sec, and finally|

increases gradually for about 200 seconds (for reasons explained
in Section 5.4.2.2), before oscilleting briefly again and drop-
ping to near zero, presumably coincident with the opening of the
ADS valves. Please explain how the reference value was chosen
and the phenomena governing system response.

! b. Please explain the sharp downspikes (negative flow) and general
oscillatory behavior occurring between about 100'and 200 seconds.
The staff understands that negative indicated flows may not be

| accurate due to instrumentation limitations, but it appears that
'

system-wide oscillations occurred during this period (as
indicated by plots of other paras.eters), which may have influ-
enced the break flow. Further, how did opening the CMT discharge,

! valves affect break flow? -

1

The increase in break flow is attributed to a decreased enthalpy[ c.
at the break, however, there is no explanation of why the
enthalpy decreased. Please address.

I
1
|

.
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